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ABSTRA CT 

Experimental and theoretical analyses to characterize the damage 
propagation of  carbon/epoxy composite laminates with varying layups, 
notch~crack geometries and crack lengths are presented. Different damage 
processes were examined, using Moirb interferometry, acoustic emission and 
infrared thermography tests. A damage propagation model based on the 
equivalent crack propagation concept, is proposed to predict the various 
stages of damage evolution/propagation and the fracture strength. The 
predictions agree well with the experimental results of  earlier investigations. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Advanced composite materials of high performance are generally brittle. 
During manufacturing processes and in service conditions, either internal 
and/or surface damage is developed; the damage area may be large but with 
negligible plastic deformation. The ultimate failure process for such 
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materials often results from the formation and propagation of multiple 
damage, such as matrix cracking, interface debonding, delamination, fibre 
breakage, etc. Because the various types of damage in composites are more 
complicated than those of conventional materials, it is necessary to conduct 
experimental investigations to characterize each damage mode properly. 
Based on observations and measurements, a model may then be deduced, 
and numerical data predicted from the model can be compared with 
experimental results 1'2 to test the validity of the model. Although various 
techniques have been used to identify separately the various modes of 
damage in composites, 3-6 only a few workers have ventured to use 
advanced techniques systematically to monitor  and cross-check the results 
during the entire damage process. The latter is considered important to 
obtain unbiased conclusions, which may vary depending upon the particular 
experimental technique at an investigator's disposal. 

With respect to damage analysis, the conventional models used for 
prediction of tensile strength of notched composite laminates are based 
primarily on macroscopic fracture stress criteria. These include the inherent 
flaw model (IFM) proposed by Waddoups e t  a[.. ~ and the point stress 
criterion (PSC) and average stress criterion (ASC) proposed by Whitney and 
Nuismer, s9 all of which adopt macroscopic fracture strength as a fracture 
parameter. The mean stress criterion takes into account the effect of 
anisotropy and damage zone on the fracture behavior of composites, and 
yields better agreement with experiments than do other criteria. The micro- 
mechanical theory advocated by Mar and Lim t° proposed a semi-empirical 
method to predict rapid fracture formulation which included the effect of bi- 
material interracial behavior at the crack tip emanating from a circular hole. 
Although the model addressed certain aspects of material damage, it did not 
pay sufficient attention to the overall damage process. The damage zone 
model (DZM) proposed by Hillerborg e t  al .  t l  attempted to characterize the 
damage evolution process, and yielded good agreement with experiment. 

This paper is intended to present a series of damage measurements using 
different experimental techniques which are used to check the validity of a 
proposed damage propagation model for advanced composite laminates. 
Carbon/epoxy specimens of six stacking sequences [0]s, [03190212s , 

[0/90]a~, [90/0/+_45]22, [ +_ 45],,.~ and 1-90]s, were fabricated without notch 
or with centre hole (CH), centre notch (CN) or single edge notch (SEN). The 
experimental techniques include Moire interferometry, acoustic emission, 
IR thermography and scanning electron microscopy, which were used 
separately to observe the damage behaviors, so that the conclusions 
observed by one technique may be verified by others. Furthermore, a 
damage propagation model (DPM), based on the concept of equivalent 
crack propagation and damage process, is proposed to characterize different 
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stages of damage evolution/propagation and to predict tensile fracture 
strength. The damage propagation stages predicted using the proposed 
model are in general agreement with observations. 

ANALYSIS 

Development/initiation damage model 

To characterize non-linear material behavior at the crack tip, Barenblatt ~ 2 
and Dugdale ~ 3 introduced a cohesive zone where the stresses assume a finite 
magnitude of, say, yield stress at the crack tip (Fig. 1). If the fibres in a 
composite are assumed to provide the cohesive force which links the crack 
surfaces, composite fracture may be brought within the scope of the crack 
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Fig. 1. Dugdale-Barenblatt model. 
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opening displacement (COD) concept of Dugdale and Barenblatt by 
postulating that the threshold condition of crack initiation is 

v~ = 26c (i) 

where Vc is the critical total COD and 6~ is the critical COD (Fig. 1). The 
concept of critical COD has been shown to be consistent with the Griffith- 
Irwin energy equilibrium condition, t 3 For the determination of the critical 
release rate G¢, the crack surface relative opening and its associated non- 
linear zone length at the crack tip may then be used as an intrinsic material 
parameter to describe the critical stat%i.e. 

G~ = c;(V) d V (2) 

Damage/crack propagation model of composite laminates 

In addition to the crack initiation model described above, the concept of 
COD may also be extended to characterize damage/crack propagation in 
composite laminates. This is achieved by using the concept of an equivalent 
crack to simulate the damage zone on the hole edge or at the crack tip 
(Fig. 2). Because of the effects of anisotropy, fibre orientation and multi- 
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Fig. 2. Damage propagation model. 
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laminate structure on damage propagation, the model proposed has the 
following additional requirements: 

(1) There should be an equivalent critical damage energy release rate. 
(2) The process of damage propagation at the.crack tip in laminates is 

assumed to be equivalent to crack propagation through the non- 
linear/cohesive zone in metals. 

(3) At the threshold of damage propagation, the COD 6 at the notch tip 
reaches its critical value V c. 

The strain-energy release rate described in eqn (2) includes the energy 
dissipation of all forms of damage during damage evolution/propagation in 
laminates. The critical value of strain-energy release rate Gc is thus assumed 
to be an intrinsic material property, representing energy dissipation during 
the entire damage process up to failure. Although damage takes different 
forms in different composite laminates, damage evolution progressively 
develops to a certain critical state when failure finally occurs. The notch tip 
opening displacement V =  V~ is postulated to represent the critical state of 
actual damage propagation. Table 1 shows the progressive patterns of the 
damage propagation model (DPM) in the characterization of damage 
evolution/propagation. The model postulates that for brittle materials, such 
as graphite composites, there is no COD at point A of the crack length a 
shown in Table 1 when the applied load reaches Po or the stress a at the crack 

TABLE 1 
Simulation of Damage Propagation 

External Equivalent crack propagation Damage propagation 
load 

v s Pattern Pattern 

~ A  
P = Po aA = 0"0 V A = 0 s = 0 

P,>Po OA~O VA~O 
~rA~=¢7 0 VA,=O S=Sl 

aA#0 VA#:0 
P=P, aA,~=0 VA,#0 S=S2 

aA., = O" o VA2=O 

aA=O V,=Vc 
P f P 3  a A , # O  VA,#O 

aA~ #O VA~ #O s=sc 

O'As-~O" 0 VA -~--0 

a $1 I I I 
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Fig. 3. o - V  curve of brittle material. 

~V 

tip oA is raised to 00. The stress ~o is taken as the tensile strength of  the 
graphite composite  system. However,  further application of  load at Pt > Po 
induces damage development within the region S t, yielding the conditions 
that are postulated as o A 4: 0, V A -¢ 0, aA t = O0 and V A t = 0 within the damage 
zone St. Additional load application to Pz causes enlargement of  the damage 
zone to S 2, where the stress and displacement conditions are assumed to be 
a A ¢ 0, V A ~ 0, OAt ¢ 0, 042 = Oo and VA2 = 0. At the threshold condit ion of  
crack initiation of V A = V c and VA3 =0 ,  when the applied load reaches 
P =  P3, the damage zone size becomes S=S~, where the stress and 
displacement conditions are assumed to be ~At 4: 0, 1/~, t # 0, 0"A2 zFfi 0, VA2 :~ 0~ 
aA3 = cr o, and V~3 = 0. 

For  brittle material, a linear relationship between crack opening V and 
stress o may be assumed (Fig. 3), and has been found to yield good 
agreement with experiment in composite  laminates, t'~ The crack opening 
displacement V and applied stress a may accordingly be expressed as 

a = a o ( 1 -  V/~) (31 

As 

~0 V¢ G = J = a(V) d V (4a) 

Gc = ao V J2 (4b) 

Accordingly, the equivalent critical energy release rate is defined as 

G~D = O" 0 V'c/2 (4c) 
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SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The specimens used in this study were made from T300 and $220 carbon 
fibres with 648 epoxy matrix. The fibre volume fraction was c. 65%. The 
stacking sequences of  [0] s, [03/902 ] 2s, [0/9014s, [90/0/4-45] 2s, [---45],~ and 
[90]s were fabricated without notch, or with centre hole (CH), centre notch 
(CN) or single edge notch (SEN). Four aspect ratios of diameter (or centre 
notch) to specimen width (or 2R/w or 2a/w), i.e. 0"15, 0.25, 0"3 and 0.4, were 
chosen for CH and CN specimens. The notches were machined by line 
electrode cutting, which produced a tip radius of 0-16mm. Three aspect 
ratios, 0-15, 0.12 and 0"3, were adopted for single notch specimens. Details of 
the specimens are given in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 4. % described in the 
table denotes the tensile strength of unnotched specimens, and af and ~r n 
denote the tensile strength of notched specimens based respectively on gross 
and net cross-sectional area. 

The tensile tests were conducted using an MTS universal testing machine, 
with a strain rate of 1 mm/min. Moir6 interferometry tests were carried out 
using a loading fixture which was fixed on a vibration-isolation table. 

The magnitude of deformation of composite materials is very small but 
has high strain gradient under loading. As Moir6 interferometrY can 
produce high-sensitivity whole-field contour maps of in-plane displacement, 
the method was chosen to provide U and V displacement fields for damage 
analysis in carbon/epoxy laminates, t 5 The method entails the use of a high- 
frequency crossed-grid (600 lines/mm) diffraction grating which was 
replicated on the specimen surface by means of  a special mold. This yielded a 
thin (0.025mm) reflective-phase grating which firmly adhered to the 
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Fig. 4. Failure mode of composite with centre hole. 
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~ f rom laser 

M i r r o r  A 

Fig. 5. Optical arrangement for Moire interferometry. 

specimen and deformed with it. The initial frequency of specimen grating 
chosen was f/2 before load application, which produced a reference grating 
frequency of 1200 lines/mm. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental set-up, 
together with pertinent rays for the system with a real reference grating. The 
frequency of each virtual reference grating is J =  (2 sin c0il;., where ), is the 
wavelength of the light and ~ is the angle between the incident beam and the 
normal to the reference grating. Each reference grating interacts with 
similarly oriented lines ofthe specimen grating to form interference patterns. 
which are recorded by a camera. The patterns which were taken in an 
interval of loading, AP, are contour maps of displacements governed by the 
relationships 

1 1 U=~Nx and V=~N r (5) 

where U and V are the fringe orders. Strains are finally evaluated from the 
displacement fields by the relations (small strain) 

au 1 ¢ON~'~ 
= ) 

O, 1 edN,.~ 
ey = ~y), = f  \ ~ )  (6) 

Ou &, l fONx ON,'~ 
e;, 

Figures 6-9 depict the damage-induced deformation fields of carbon/epoxy 
laminates with different notches using Moir6 interferometry. 
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U and l-displacement fields for the 0 -p ly  carbon 'epoxy' specimen xv;,vh ,:er.tre no~_ch 
under initial loading. 

Fig. 6. 
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U 

Fig. 8. 

V 

U and V displacement fields for the O:-ply carbon/'epoxy specimen containing a 
centre hole. 
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Fig. 9.--contd. (e) V field. 

The damage evolution/propagation in the specimens was also detected 
using the acoustic emission technique (an SFS-4 AE systemj during each test. 
Acoustic emission (AE) displays a transient elastic wave generated by the 
rapid release of energy within a material. Probes were mounted on each 
specimen to collect signals which were then amplified and recorded as a 
pattern, known as the AE count increase dN, or cumulative counts N. N is 
the function of deformation variable x. As the released rate of the 
composite's damage energy G~D represents the damage propagation state of 
materials, thus 

N = N(Gg)  N~ = N(G~-D) 

G~D is the critical energy release rate of  damage and is related to the critical 
cumulative data N c. The weighted ringdown signals are chosen as the 
characteristic parameter in this study. Figures 10-13 show the curves of 
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Fig. t4. Tcmpcr;~turc field of 0 -pl], specimen with centre hole. 

stress and strain t¢a , ,  z ~:}. the AE test results iAE ~ ~,} and the predicted 
ctamage evaluation propagation Iv c;,, -~ .5~d. Su is defined as the aspect ratio 
of  the distance S of the cot~esive damage zone to half of  the specime~ ~idth 
~ 2 or .5~ = Sh :  2. 

An AGA 708 I R thermographic system ~as used to monitor the 
temperature xariation IAT) and distribution in the specimens during the 
damage process. The degree of damage was evaluated according to the 
variation of  AT, and the danl.age zone ',~as examined using the lines of 
constant temperature {Figs 14 and 15i. Iq addition, strain gage measure- 
ments were recorded to compare with the observations made with the above 
experimental techniques. Especially for hote notch specimens, more than 10 
gages were mounted around the hole notch to detect the change in d~mage. 
Finally. the damage characteristics of  the microstructure of various stt~cking 
sequences of  laminates were examined by an $570 scanning e!ectron 
m i c r o s c o p e .  

R E S U L T S  

Experimental results and analysis 

For each composite  system, 3-5 specimens were manufactured and then 
tested. The measured mean stress values of  various composite systems are 
summarized in Table 2. The stress of  the notched specimens shown in Figs 
10--13 is expressed in non-dimensional form as the ratio of  the stress of gross 
cross-sectional area a and a o (a.,ao). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 15. Temperature field of +45-'-ply specimen with centre hole. 

Table 3 shows the results of predicted strength a¢ (eqn (7)) for various 
laminates and the comparisons between experimental values and those 
calculated using the IFM, PSC and MSC modelsfl- 9 It can be observed from 
the table that the critical strain energy release rates G~D obtained from 
identical constituents and layups but with different notch types are about the 
same. G~o was evaluated based on eqn (4c) from the measured value of V¢, 
defined as the critical crack opening displacement, and the tensile strength of 
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the composite, 0 o. The observed value is not unexpected as G~D is a measure 
of energy dissipation more closely related to material characteristics and 
layups rather than to specimen geometry. G~D was used to evaluate the 
characteristic distance c of  the IFM, PSC and MSC models, which in turn 
allowed the determination of the tensile strength ~¢ for the different models. 
The maximum deviation is 18-8% using the damage propagation model, 
whereas the deviations for the IFM and PSC models are larger (Table 3/. 

As the equivalent Young's modulus E 0 may be evaluated as 

E° = (~";' ET/EL + t EL i / 2 _J 

then 

, . ~7) 
% = F-ia~, w)E~Ia + c) 

where Ec is Young's modulus in the longitudinal direction, Ev is Young's 
modulus in the transverse direction, VeT is Poisson's ratio, GLT is the shear 
modulus. F is a geometrical function of a/w, and c = c 0 is the characteristic 
length for the IFM model, c = c t  for the PSC model and c = c ,  for the MSC 
model and other similar expressions. 

Damage propagation 

The predicted curves of different damage propagation may be divided into 
four stages in terms of the varying relationship between stress level [a/G o) 
and the damage zone propagation rate SB, as shown in Figs 10-13. S~ 
denotes the aspect ratio of the distance S of the cohesive damage zone (Fig. l 1 
to the specimen's hall-width W/2, i.e. St3 = SW/2 .  Figures 10 and 11 depict 
the relationships of the tensile stress vs strain, AE vs strain and a o o vs $8 for 
two typical specimens with a centre hole, of unidirectional ply [0Is CI-H3 
and multi-directional ply [+45] ,~ CII-H3. 

During the first stage (I) or OA (see Figs 10-13), when the load was 
increased to a certain value, the laminates appeared to be in a non-damaged 
elastic state with no detectable AE signal. Figures 91a) and (bl show the 
Moir6 interferometric images of the corresponding stage of no damage. 
During the second stage (II) or AB, initial damage in the form of matrix 
cracking occurred, with an AE signal of low-energy release. The curve 
ot/Oo ~, e is shown to be linear, but the stress level rose rapidly during this 
stage. In the third state (III) or BC, the delamination damage developed 
rapidly at the hole edge along the fiber direction. The AE signal was thus 
enhanced and had a large value (Fig. 10). This stronger signal indicated the 
longitudinal cracking of the E0]s ply specimen or some delamination of the 
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[ ± 453a, ply: specimen, as shown in Figs 6, 7 and 9ic). Both the predicted and 
measured stress-strain curves or" [ ± 45]., are non-linear in this stage. Their 
damage region SB is larger than for other composite systems, but the stress 
gradient is less than those of stage II. In the t~urth and final stage (IV) or CD, 
fibers broke gradually and shear failure occurred progressively from one 
layer to another from the edge of the hole. Damage propagated unsteadil.v 
and the AE signal became stronger and more frequent. The AE cumulation 
increased rapidly and represented the release or'iota! energy. No significant 
change in the stress level ~'~o was observed, causing a decrease in the 
progressive specimen failure. 

Damage propagation characteristics of ~rarious laminates 

[90]s /amitlc~fe 
The damage propagation was governed by a process of equivalent crack 
propagation, which was very short, i\~liowed by sudden failure. Figure 4(c) 
shows the l'ailure mode of a 90 -ply CH specimen. 

[O]s [6mzi~zate, 
Damage propagates from a high strain concentration at the notch-tip to a 
large area. Longitudinal cracks appear tit the notch-tip and propagate 
towards the edge of the specimen. Figure 14 shows this dominant  damage 
type for a 0 -p ly  specimen, by IR thermography. The load applied was 
mainly taken by the fibres, and i'racture occurred because of the reduced 
cross-sectional area caused by fiber breakage. Figures 4(a), 6 and 7 show the 
interferometric fringes and failure modes of 0~-ply specimens with CH, CN 
and SEN specimens, respectively. Figure 12 shows the change of direction in 
damage during stages II and III, which agrees with the COD curve obtained 
by Czarnek and Post.ts 

[+ 45].~ [amitlate 
Figures 9(a)-9(e) represent the Moire interferometric images of damage 
propagation in +45°-ply CH specimens (CII-H1) under tensile loading. 
Initially, the distribution of strain fields ?,u/Ox and & ~:3 shown in Figs 9(a) 
and (e) were uniform, and there was no observed damage; _+45-- damage 
bands were subsequently formed (Figs 9(b) and 9(c)). When the load 
increased to a critical level, the damage zone became intensified and 
enlarged to the extent that Moir~ fringes were disrupted by the damage band 
(Fig. 9(d)). Finally, specimens failed by shear along the 45 ° direction. Figures 
15(a) and (b) show the [R thermographic images of  the specimen, which in 
some ways resemble the Moir6 interferometric images. During the damage 
propagation shown in Fig. 15, a temperature rise AT was observed at the 
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hole. At the 45 damage band. AT of 2 ( ~as recorded, but i~l the 
undamaged zone, negligible k T w d u e s  (0-0.4 C~ ~ere noted. The stress !c',e[ 
at the AT peak appeared close to the change of direction in damage duria~ 
stages II and III predicted by the DPM method. 

[90 0 + 45]:~ laminate 
In theory, the damage characteristics of  this laminate system should contain 
all the elements of damage in individual 0 . 90: and +45 ply laminates. 
Figures 16(a) and (b) show the fracture surfaces of a [ 9 0 0 / +  45],~ specimen. 
Its damage stages II and lII were observed to be longer. The recorded 
stress-stress curve shown in Fig. 13 reveals a sudden drop of  toad at about 
(1.6 ¢ a,.), which indicates a sudden change in material behavior. This agrees 
with similar behavior observed from a separate testing of  the same specimet~ 
using the strain gage technique shown in Fig. 17, which depicts the sudden 
change of direction of the measured stress at about 0"6 a a  o. 

DISCUSSION A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

Several ad,,anced techniques, including ~loire intert'erometry, aCOt, stic 
emission and IR thermography, which provide real-time measurement,  are 
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separately used to monitor the entire damage evolution/propagation 
process, including the critical damage stage, of laminated composites. When 
AE and heat (induced by temperature rise) accumulation increased 
suddenly, the Moir6 interferometry fringes changed suddenly from a 
uniform pattern to one with a sharp gradient in the damage zone, which 
indicated a rapid damage development known as critical damage. 

From the computer results produced from the proposed damage 
propagation model (DPM) and from experimental observations for 
specimens loaded to fracture, the damage propagation processes can be sub- 
divided into four stages: 

Stage I, non-damage stage. 
Stage II, initial damage linear propagation. 
Stage III, damage non-linear propagation. 
Stage IV, damage unsteady propagation. 

Stage II together with stage III is known as the steady propagation stage. 
The transition from the steady to the unsteady stage shows damage 
characteristics which result from the increasing extent of damage (quantity) 
and the intensity of damage (quality). This transition point is identified as 
similar to the critical damage mentioned earlier. The stress level at the 
transition point may be considered as the threshold- point of composite 
laminate fracture. 

The predictions of fracture strength based on the proposed damage 
propagation model agree well with the experimental results, for several 
experimental techniques. 
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